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PRESIDENT OBAMA  

THE ENERGIES OF MONEY 
SCRIPTS 

 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
Let us have a question and answer session today.  
 
But let us first speak of an issue that is uppermost in all of your minds: that of the 
presidential elections. 
 
Take a moment here, and as a group, focus upon the Obama.Work as a collective: put 
aside your personal feelings for this individual and collectively focus upon the ‘Obama 
energies’ 
 
Open your energies even further and embrace his, so that you merge. Allow his energies 
to reveal themselves to you and access that part which vibrates within self. Ask them to 
reveal themselves to you personally. Now gently separate from his energies and return 
to your fullness. Who would like to share elements that they connected with?  
 
‘Rk’: I saw him as a very high soul, and he seem to have a halo round his head and he 
was brought here, especially for a change in this world.  
 
‘Na’: He is a very humble person with a lot of clear focus & clarity…. 
 
‘Ni’: I just found that he was rocking me and if he can do that to me, he can rock the 
world…to peace…a lot of peace… 
 
‘Kh’: I found a lot of female energy in him which will bring a lot of goodness to this 
world.  
 
Sitter: His heart chakra embraces all of existence…. 
 
‘Gl’: I got the same thing….and he is asking to be covered in the figure of ‘8’ 
 
St. Germain: Did anyone perceive any aspects that you would term ‘negative’? 



 
‘Kam’: I saw him to be very lonely and there was a certain kind of fear that he had… 
 
St. Germain: What fear did you pick up? 
 
‘Kam’: That he’s the first person, who’s…probably .there’s so much focus on him.. There’s 
so much world pressure on him that he was afraid of…. 
 
‘Is’: I can also see him being unreasonable, erratic, and yet a world leader who will shake 
things up, re-orient and re-align aspects of the world.  He will help create new guidelines, 
and will face many challenges in doing this..  
 
‘Bz’: I picked something very strange…I picked up ‘not of this world’ energy in him, pure 
cosmic energy.  
 
‘No’: I would compare Obama’s energy to the sign Scorpio, the darker side, that 
underlies the physical appeal, which all of us find so compelling, I am not focusing on the 
dark aspect, but he, as a president, may choose to completely ignore the mainstream 
issues. Also, he may be the president of the under-privileged people.  
 
St. Germain: Do not be fooled by his benign appearance. You are at all now at an 
energetic level where you can look beyond the façade. The facade indeed does reflect 
many aspects of this magnificent being, but there are many ‘shadow’ aspects which also 
constitute a very, very large part of his beingness, and they must. 
 
Do you recall, a few sessions ago, when we spoke of the energies of the festival of Holi 
and you (Ni) stated they were the energies of ‘joyous abandon’? We then spoke further, 
explaining that ‘joyous abandon’ was an aspect of embracing every single facet of Who 
You Are, without discrimination, self-judgment or blame. He works with these aspects in 
self. 
 
This Beingness has actually been chosen by the collective energies of the world, and not 
just by the people of America. His beingness is highly cosmic: he is multi-faceted, and 
has, within his structure, mirror-like facets that embrace and reflect all cultures and 
attitudes. 
 
Even physically, his heritage is not just a mixture of ‘black and white’, but embraces 
many other races and communities around the world, where he has family roots. 
 
He is a true energetic mélange of different streams of energy, different consciousnesses, 
different attitudes, different perspectives, different beliefs, but the difference between 
this Beingness and most individuals is that he is energetically accepting of them all, 
without apology or embarrassment. For example, he does not attempt to hide the fact 
that he experimented with drugs during his early days.  



 
There is no apology, there is no shame, there is just an acknowledgement of an aspect 
that was a part of him, and is part of him, which he knows in his conscious mind that the 
world will not approve of, and yet he says, ‘I lay it bare. It just Is. I don’t glorify, I don’t 
apologize for it, is simply IS.   
 
And through his term of office, you will see more and more of these facets emerging. As 
these individual facets emerge, people around the world who empathize with those 
facets will be attracted to him, and others who deny those facets in themselves will be 
repulsed by him, so he will indeed ‘shake up’ the world. 
 
His energies will force people to examine their personal beliefs, attitudes and way of 
life. He will not mince words: he will speak out fearlessly and openly, causing many 
controversies. 
 
There will be several attempts on his life: some will be known to the public, but most 
will not.  WHETHER OR NOT HE SURVIVES WILL BE DEPENDANT ON THE COLLECTIVE 
DESIRES OF THE PEOPLES OF EARTH, AND NOT ON HIM. 
 
In complete strength, he has offered himself up to the world, saying “I accept your 
verdict. I cede this aspect of self to you, joyously, fearlessly, and in my own fullness.” 
 
 ‘Gy’: He is already in full awareness, and I think he will listen to all. Even to those who 
disagree with him. 
 
St. Germain: Indeed he will, and the multi-faceted mirror aspects of his consciousness 
will come into play here. Every time an issue comes to him, where he has to make a 
decision, he will take into consideration the Universal choice, the Universal desire, and 
will act accordingly. His policies and decisions may therefore sometimes surprise you, as 
he will put the greater good before his personal opinions. 
 
He will depend upon the energies of the world, to ‘succeed or fail’. It is your collective 
desires that he will translate, access and act upon. To your collective desire, he will add 
his own deeply cosmic energies, as he has had many incarnations in different parts of 
the Universe.  He holds energies that are beyond earth’s comprehension, and through 
him, they will be disseminated to your planet and its inhabitants. 
 
He will help facilitate New Beginnings for all of you, sometimes through radical policies.  
But he will always work in full alignment of the collective desire. 
 
Though he may not appear to be the most dynamic leader that the American Public has 
seen, his energetic strength is comparable to the world’s greatest leaders.  He will not 
always thrust himself into the limelight, and will often work from behind the scenes. 
 



Gy: I also see him as being very influenced by the Cosmic Sun.  
 
St. Germain: Very accurate…he will work with your collective energies and with those of 
the  Cosmic energetic stream, accessing a multitude of Master energies, and exercising 
various combinations of them, at the appropriate time. 
 
Group Member: Is this ‘spiritualized politics’? 
 
St. Germain: Yes, it is.  
 
‘Gl’: I feel ‘King Arthur’ in connection with him… 
 
St. Germain; What does ‘King Arthur’ symbolize to you? 
 
‘Gl’: Camelot was a very peaceful and expanded realm …but is he going to have that? 
 
St. Germain: Your analogy is an interesting one. The “King Arthur” energies symbolize 
justice, peace and strength of purpose.  They are akin to the Archangel Michael and the 
St. Germain energies.  However, there is a difference between the “King Arthur” and the 
“Obama” energies. The Arthurian energies predominantly worked with an individuated 
sense of law and justice, which was meted out by a few, to the collective. The Obama 
energies take into consideration the collective desire, and act accordingly, facilitating 
the collective’s desire for an experience. 
 
‘Su’: Once he makes up his mind on a certain topic… 
 
St. Germain: He will not waver, he will know his mind, he will know the collective desire, 
and he will speak out. He will support the underdog when it is appropriate to support 
the underdog, and he will depress the underdog when it is appropriate to depress the 
underdog. 
 
Let us not make him out to be a paragon of virtue here.  Though he has accepted most 
of his facets, they will surface from time to time.  His greatest mission (for self) is to 
access all his power, use it, and yet not move into an imbalance of power.  His tendency 
will not be to get power-hungry, but to get power-imbalanced.  There is a difference 
here. 
 
He does not have a propensity towards power egotism, but he has a propensity towards 
power imbalances within Self. He knows, within self, that if he permits this to happen, 
he can move away from his world mission of working for and with the collective desire. 
 
Isn’t it interesting that he is also working with the same issue that most of you are: 
constantly shifting in and out of your own balance of power? 
 



 
‘Is’:  I sense that he will work with the element of surprise (inaudible)  
 
St. Germain: You certainly will be in for a lot of surprises…world issues that seem 
insoluble will suddenly get resolved; others which seem to flow free may suddenly get 
blocked. 
 
Remember, his cosmic energies will be very threatening to those who resist personal 
growth.  It will be these who create groups who will verbally or physically attack him.  
His energies are so strong that he can easily resist this attack, but if the collective of 
earth makes a choice otherwise, he will then succumb to the attack.  You bear a heavy 
responsibility. 
 
‘Na’: He has come into power at a point where we are all rebirthing, restructuring and 
recreating self!  Can you give us a possibility/probability in connection with the 
recession?  How is he going to handle that?   
 
St. Germain: We have recently talked to all of you about this, but for the benefit of 
those who were not present, let us reiterate that the  ‘Energies of money’, which is the 
standard energetic and physical exchange created by you, for Earth, is now undergoing a 
shift. Just as you are all rebirthing Self, just as you are all going in to a period of new 
beginnings, so is the energy of money. 
 
For many years now, money, energetically, has been relatively rigid in structure.  It has 
now liquefied temporarily, in preparation for its new avatar which YOU will collectively 
create.  In this temporary ‘liquid’ form, it is simply absorbing and reflecting every aspect 
that you are putting into it, at this moment in time. You are in a tunnel phase where you 
have not quite decided where the energies of money will be or where you wish them to 
be and therefore, right now, they are only reflecting your fear, your poverty, you 
confusion, your lack of abundance, your terror, your abandonment issues, your issues 
of rejection, etc, etc, etc. YOU are putting this out. The energies of money are 
absorbing it, and the market is crashing even further.  
 
As the collective consciousness of Earth starts to slowly move in a certain direction, and 
decides where it wishes to take money, money will simply follow suit and start reflecting 
back to you those qualities. Now you ask, “What can I, as an individual, do?” 
 
We urge you, once again, to work with self, examining in great detail: 
 

1. The attitudes, belief systems and value systems your grandparents and parents 
had, with regard to money.  Be dispassionate about this: you are not doing this 
exercise to apportion any blame, but simply to learn what has been consciously 
and unconsciously instilled into you.  Were they tightfisted? Spendthrifts? What 
did they think about money?  What did they teach you?  Were they in balance? 



2. Your extended family values of money. 
3. Your community values:  Oh yes, even though you think you are not a ‘typical 

member’ of your community, you have certain genetic influences and attitudinal 
systems you follow.  For example, the Gujarati and Parsi community ethos of 
money is quite different.  You do carry the community energetic echo. 

4. Your country values.  For example, how do Indians, as a collective, spend and 
earn?  What is the country ethic when it comes to black money? Corruption?  
Bribery?  What do Indians consider luxuries and necessities? 

5. World values.  Does money flow freely and easily throughout the world?  Where 
is it blocked?  How should it, in your opinion, flow? 

6. YOUR PERSONAL VALUES.  Which are influenced by all of the above. 
 
And only then do you have the right to choose, for the future, what you wish to imbue 
money with. You will not come to this answer till you have worked this structure. 
 
So if you want to change and influence money, do this. Come to your conclusions and 
put out that energy.  In doing this, you will instantly connect with an energetic network 
of others around the world who feel the same way as you do.  Slowly, various collectives 
will form, and will work together harmoniously to choose the most appropriate NEW 
global energy for money. 
 
Now, you asked for the relationship of your friend (Obama) & money. His personal 
cosmic energies will infuse into the money stream tremendous upliftment, growth, and 
awareness. One man can influence a world if he believes he can. 
 
His energies will pour into money and will make it even more receptive to your 
collective desires: therefore if the collective is even more unstable, the money market 
will go further into instability with his energies, but if the collective starts to strengthen, 
he will add his power to it and facilitate an upward trend.   
 
We have warned you before that there will shortly come an upward trend in the money 
market, which will give you a sense of false security.  If the collective slips back into 
complacency, arrogance and greed, the market will surely fall again. 
 
Be aware of this and if you choose, you can change it. You can change it by adding your 
power to the rise of the money market, influencing it in the most magnificent and open 
and vibrant manner, so it does not drop to the degree it would otherwise do so.  
 
‘Sj’: Will he aid in full disclosure of the ‘Universal friends?’ 
 
St. Germain: He will not only aid it, he will facilitate it. Communication will take place. 
He is extremely open to these energies, as they are part of his structure, and though he 
is a spiritualist in his own right, he does not function in the manner you do: his spiritual 
work is of a very, very high level, but it is not in this manner of verbal communication, it 



is simply accessing those energies and passing them on. He does not have need to 
discuss them.  
 
What you put in, it will reflect. Right now, YOUR MONEY IS REFLECTING YOUR LACK, 
YOUR FEAR & YOUR TRAUMA.  
 
SHIFT NOW. 
 
St. Germain: You have recently learned how to study the energies of a person’s name. It 
is NOT a coincidence that the names Obama and Osama are so similar.  
 
THERE IS VERY LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN THEIR ENERGY STRUCTURES. The energies are 
equally potent, are equally powerful and are equally COSMIC, but the choice of HOW to 
exercise the power, and what lessons to offer the world, are different. Remember, the 
same amount of energy can be used to illuminate a city, or to destroy it. 
Also remember, destruction is not necessarily ‘bad’!  
 
The OSAMA served a magnificent purpose in awakening the consciousness, not only of 
the United States but of the world, which facilitated the arrival of the OBAMA. Without 
the Osama there would not be the Obama. Now, see whether you wish to condemn 
him or thank him.  
 
‘Kh’: Even his first name, Barack, it is to do with breaking barriers. So he is here to break 
barriers and certain laws, including self-imposed ones. 
 
St. Germain: What he will do for the world, he will also do for self. His energies will 
facilitate all those who wish to move into ‘new beginnings’, to move at a greater speed, 
which means the shattering of old beliefs, shattering of old patterns, changes in thought 
processes and a lot of personal inner destruction. A lot of personal inner destruction.  
 
His energies will fuel the world, facilitating old, stuck, trapped family situations to dis-
integrate. Dead marriages to end. Old trapped friends to move apart. Businesses that 
are corrupt, to become transparent. Energies that need to be flushed out, to be 
destroyed. 
 
 At the same time, his energies will facilitate the vacuums formed by these processes to 
be infused by you, if you so choose, with high level cosmic light. He is offering the world 
the opportunity to move several steps ahead. 
 
‘Su’: Shouldn’t we work towards one global currency?  
 
St. Germain: A wonderful, wonderful long-term aim.  Many of you have exciting, vibrant 
new ideas which you must energetically release into the universe.  But do not forget to 
first work as we have advised, examining your money views. 



 
Group Member:  We have all been raised with the notions that something are good, 
others are bad.  How do we reassess this impartially?  It is so ingrained in us. 
 
Sohrab now speaks as self  
 
Sohrab: This has been discussed in great detail at past meetings given by both El and 
myself, but let me speak of this briefly, for the benefit of those who have not attended 
them. 
 
From birth to the age of 6, we develop a series of what is called SCRIPTS, which we then 
live by for the rest of our lives. These we imbibe from our primary caretakers, our 
teachers, and others with whom we come in close, regular contact. 
 
Your parents teach you many things directly: Don’t talk with your mouth full, say 
‘please’ and ‘thank you’, tell the truth, don’t touch a hot stove, etc etc etc. 
 
Many scripts are picked up indirectly: you may observe your mother or father being 
rude to a domestic worker, and you may then internalize ‘one must talk down to 
domestics’. If you observe your father belittling your mother constantly, you may 
internalize ‘women don’t matter’ or ‘women are subservient’.  Even simple things like 
your parents’ likes and dislikes in food, when observed by you, will influence you to 
create a script like ‘brinjals taste bitter’. 
 
Then you have cultural scripts, which are influenced by your community.  For example, 
an average Gujarati’s attitude towards money and finance is very different to the 
average Parsi’s. 
 
Then you have Country scripts. What does your country feel, that you have imbibed? 
Here’s an example: In India, a country script is ‘money and spirituality don’t go 
together.’ So if a really good medium charges a huge amount of money, in India you will 
say he’s a fraud, he’s charging too much, he should do it for free: whereas in America 
(which is not governed by this script), an expensive medium will be greatly appreciated. 
Other common India scripts are:  Take care of the elderly at home.  Respect the senior 
members of the family. 
 
Then you got World Scripts:  all snakes bite and hurt you; fire burns you; an earthquake 
will kill you, 
 
‘Na’: Chocolate makes you fat. 
 
Sohrab: Chocolate makes you fat; thank you, ‘N’ ! Here is another one that often causes 
many youngsters great trauma: ‘sex before marriage is wrong’. 
 



So, as you can see, we all live by billions of scripts: some taught, some inferred, some 
picked up, some genetically programmed into us; and these become our codes and 
morals and structures and belief systems. 
 
Now, with our awareness, it us upto us to examine them from day to day, and to re-
evaluate them.  Does this really fit with me?  Do I wish to keep this one, or amend it? IS 
THIS WHAT REALLY RESONATES WITH ME, OR AM I JUST BLINDLY FOLLOWING MY 
PROGRAMMING?  
 
‘Ne’: I’d like to know this: why do we keep repeating our patterns? This causes us so 
much discomfort, lifetime after lifetime.  How does a person break this pattern? 
 
Sohrab recommences channeling  
 
St Germain: The Universe itself is a series of patterns. Though a lot of Universal aspects 
appear random to you, there is no such thing as the word ‘random’ in existence. It is 
simply a pattern that you are unable to comprehend.  
 
In your solar system, there are a series of planets that revolve around a central sun; that 
pattern is repeated in your physical body, where each cell has numerous atoms that 
circle around a central nucleus. As above, so below.  
 
Due to the system of patterns that exist throughout the Universe, the average human 
being also follows ‘energetic patterns’. 
 
An animal follows patters more rigidly: instinct, survival of the fittest, propagation of the 
species. A human being is more modified. The Human Being has the ability to examine 
his/her own patterns & can choose to shift them. This is a great great gift and a great 
challenge that has been offered to your race.   
 
The reason that pattern seem to return so insistently to all of you, is due to a  
‘genetic echo’ in the cellular structure: for example, if you have lived in ‘victim’ mode in 
several lifetimes, even if you are further along the path of raising your power, you still 
incarnate with this genetic echo.  This must be present, to remind you that you still need 
to work this through! 
 
BUT you have intellect, wisdom, knowledge and awareness, this offers you the 
opportunity to examine this aspect of self, and to choose to shift. 
 
The INSTANT you make the choice to shift, even before you have actually physically 
begun the work, the echo starts to change. And the external circumstances start to 
change, but you don’t see it, at first… 
 
‘Na’: Is that ‘critical mass?’ 



 
St. Germain: YES! …that is critical mass, that is critical mass, where you have shifted 
from the critical mass of victimhood, to that of inner authority.  
 
But the degree to which you grow is your choice AND it is very rarely a straight, upward 
graph…NO…the human beingness is such, that it requires small setbacks which are of 
great advantage to you, as each setback  gives you the opportunities to reassess Self. 
 
These offer you the opportunity to not get complacent, to understand your journey and 
to appreciate self, and to urge you to move further along on your path. 
 
‘Na’: So now, that this rebirthing, recreating, & restructuring of Self is happening, we 
were told that our cellular memories are being wiped out…want to know the 
process…you got a choice to remove …….. 
 
St. Germain: You now have the energetic power, and an understanding of self, where 
you can affirm I AM STRONG ENOUGH TO SHIFT & I DESERVE IT, BECAUSE I AM 
WORTH IT. Because, I AM WORTH IT. 
 
‘Na’: Because I AM….. 
 
St. Germain: Because I AM, & because I CHOOSE…. 
 
‘Kh’: Because I AM GOD….. 
 
St. Germain: Up to now & in the past, when it came to spirituality, you were all taught, I 
am Nothing, I must learn to surrender to the God, I must learn to become One, I must 
learn to be nothing, a speck, an insignificant dot on the landscape of everything that 
there is.  
 
Then you were taught to go to the other extreme, which is, I am Everything, I am God, I 
am All Power, I have created Everything, I am Important. 
 
You are now learning to put the 2 together, where you say:   
 
I AM EVERYTHING & I AM NOTHING. 
 
 

 
BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE & LIGHT 

 
FROM THAT ASPECT OF SOHRAB THAT IS SAINT GERMAIN. 

 
 


